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To (ZZZ whom-it may concern." 
Be it known. that LJAOOB‘ ‘ I 

.citizenof the United States, and a. resident 
of Pittsburgh, in the county of’ Allegheny.‘ 
and State of Pennsylvania, have made a 
new wand’useful invention in Improvements 
in Headlight Glasses or Lenses, of which 
the following is a speci?cation. 
The. invention relates to cover. or. head 

lightglasses or lensesv of the type shown in 
my copending application Serial No. 
443362, of even date herewith, being par-—. 
ticularly designed for automobile lamps. 
The present lens constitutes a modi?cation 

' of that. shownin‘said applicationand dif 
refracting. fers therefrom in that the 

prisms are in part placed upon one side 
of the glass and in part upon the other side, 
instead of having all of the retracting ele 
ments-on the one side.’ The principle or 
theory of‘ light distribution upon which 
the two lenses are constructed is similar 
and. the result secured substantially‘ the‘ 
same. .The annular prisms on the one side, 
tend to spread or bend the parallel rays‘ 
from the re?ector away from the axis there 
of to give the necessary or desired side 
lighting, while the horizontal prisms on the 
other side bend‘ all of the rays downwardly, 
so that- any upward glare is avoided. One 
embodiment of the invention is illustrated 
in the accompanying drawings, wherein: 
Figure 1 is a rear. elevation of thelens; 

Fig. 2 is a horizontal section on the line 
II—II of Fig. 1; and'Fig. 3 is a vertical 
section on the line.III—III~ of Fig. 1. 

It will be understood that», the lens‘ is 
designed tobe used in the usualway with 
the parabolic re?ector which reflects the 
light. therefrom theoretically in substan 
tially horizontal rays. However, due to the 
fact that the ?lament of the lamp employed 
cannot beconcentrated atthe focus ofthe 
lens and extends forward and backwardof 
such focus, a part of the re?ected light is 
more or less divergent from the axisofthe 
parabola, such divergence being greatest 
with respect to those rays which are re 
flected from those portions of the reflector 
nearest its center. 
into consideration in the design of the lens, 
the angles of thehorizontal prisms nearest 
the center of the lens being accentuated to. 
give a greater bending down eifect as com-' 
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This condition is- taken‘ 

Serial No. 443,361.. 

pared with the prisms adjacent the upper 
and lower edges of: the'lens. 
The concentric di?using ridges or prisms 

on-the rear face of- the lens are soidesigned 
that the light will be spread laterally,.—that 
is in a, horizontal plane, to'just the amount 
necessary; to give‘ the degree of side light- 
ing required. The horizontal prismson the 
front face of the lens arethen so designed 
that the diverging. transmitted light is bent 
downward, so that. the- greater portion of 
thelight is thrown‘upon the roadway: at‘ the 
desired distance forward‘ of’ the‘ lens,‘ the 
light passing‘ through the extreme upper 
edgeof the lens'being’bent downwardly so, 
that it is either horizontal or very nearly’ so; 
the'purpose being to ful?ll the requirements. 
of the law for protectingthe occupants of 
approaching vehicles from‘ glare due to up— 
wardly. directed beams of light. 
Referring ,now to the drawings, 1 isthe 

edge. portion of the lens adapted to be'?tted 
in the rim of the lamp; 2, 3, 4-,_5—and Gare 
concentric ridges or prisms-upon the rear 
face of- the lens, and 7 tell’? are horizontal 
prisms. ext-ending across'the front face of 
the lens.‘ The prisms 2vto 6 are‘of such 
angle that the parallel rays’ from‘ the para 
bolic re?ectorpassin'g, therethrough are bent 
outwardly? from" the axis‘A» of the re?ector, 
the. amount'of the bending being deter 
minedby the amount'of side lighting de 
siredn The prisms 7- to~17 bend this di 
verging light- downwardly to the" desired 
extent. with respect to the area upon the 
ground infront of the lens-which it is de 
sired to. illuminate. The- rays passing 
throughthe upper portion of the lens must. 
of course,,be‘bent downwardly more than 
those passing through the lower portion 
since the rays fromthe upper'portion of the 
lens are bentupward by-th'e prisms on the 
inside of the lens, while those on the: lower 
portion are bent downwardly by‘ such 
prisms. The angles of these horizontal 
prisms may be varied in order to secure 
just the amount of downward bending de— 
sired, and it will be understood that the 
illustration is not by any means exact,‘ the 
angles of the prisms being greatly eXag-> 
geratedin' order to more clearlyv illustratev 
the principles of the construction.‘ The an 
gle of the central transverse prisms 10, .11, 
12 and 13 are made greater than would be 
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called for if the light from the ?lament of 
the'lamp were concentrated at the focus of 
the lens ‘as heretofore referred to. The rays 
re?ected from the central portion of the re 
?ector, due to this condition,‘have a greater 
degree of divergence than those from the 
outer portion of the re?ector, so that the 
angles of the central transverse prisms are 
made relatively heavier than would other 
wise be the case. The angles of the other 
transverse prisms above the‘ axis of the lens 
are so designed that very little, if any, of 
the light transmitted passes?above a hori-' 
zontal plane, the objectionable glare‘ which 
‘would otherwise occur, being thus avoided. 
With respect to the angle of theprisms 

below the axis ‘of the lens, this islmade to 
suit requirements and given just the desired 
amount of illumination in. the area'of road 
way ahead of the car to which the lens is ap- . 
plied,.the angles of the ‘prisms: on'the front 
of the lens and those on the back being care 
fully designed to avoid dark lines in the 
area illuminated and a uniform shading off 
of intensity from the center of the ?eld of 
illumination to the outer edges thereof. The 
curved faces on the concentric prisms assist 
in securing this effect as the light passing 
therethrough is dilfused so that the light 
from the various concentric zones overlaps 
and blends. The transverse ridges also tend 

‘to break up any tendency to produce the 
appearance of concentric bands in the ?eld 
of illumination incident to the use of the con~ 
centric prisms. ,_ > 7 

One oreat advantage of this lens is that 
‘the molds may be machined, there‘being no 
requirement for hand chipping such as is the 
case in the molds used for the formation of 
lenses in'which the prisms are not contin 
uous. Such molds are not only expensive to 
makebecause' of the hand work required, but 
are correspondingly hard to re-surface after 
a certain amount of use. . The face of the 
mold whichproducesthe concentric ridges 
of the applicant’s lens may be machined in 
a lathe while the plunger which forms the 
transverse prisms may be machined in a 
planer or milling machine.‘ VV-hen the vmold _ 
members need to be re?nished, this can be 
quickly and cheaply done following the 
method by which ‘the mold members were 
originally machined. Because of this'pos 
sibility of machining the mold members may 
also be made of exceedingly‘ hard, durable 
material, such as nichrome or stellite. This 
material may be machined or ground but 
could not possibly be used in molds which 
require hand work, so that if desired, the ap 
plicant may-produce his molds from mate 
rial which may be used almost inde?nitely 
before requiring re-surfacing and which 

' will give a better surface on the glass than 
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The prism arrangement of the lens is ca 
pable of considerable variation in the ar 
rangement and anglesof the prisms with 
out departing from the broad idea involved 
of providing the circumferential or annular 
prisms on one side for bending-‘the rays out 
wardly from the axis- of.the lens and of 
providing the transverse prisms on the other 
side for bending the rays downwardly. The 
angles of both sets of prisms may be modi~ 
?ed to suitv conditions or the requirements of 
the law as it may exist in variousrStates. 
This is particularly trueof the prisms onlthe 
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front ‘side of'the lens. It is necessary'and i ‘I 
most desirable that the light passing through 
the upper half of the lens be bent'down 
wardly so that the'uppermost rays are hori 
zontal'or approximately so in order to‘ avoid 
glare and avoid wasting‘ a portion of the 
illumination, but this is not so essential in. 
the lower -' portion of the lens,‘ in which the ' 
light isffor ‘the most part bent downwardly 
by the annular prisms on the rear face of 
the lens. The degree of additional bending 
downward of the rays by 'the horizontal 
prisms is more or less a matter of discretion, 
such rays being bent vdown little or. much,'de 
pending upon the lifghting'_de_sired.'_' Sim 
ilarly as to the variation in angle of the 
prisms in the upper half of the lens, the 
angle preferably increasing upward from 
the center as illustrated, for the reasons here-r 
tofore stated, but this is not necessarily the 
case and the degree vof angle may be con 

' siderably changed. It is,vhowever, quite im 
portant that the light transmitted through 
the lower part should be bent downwardly 
somewhat inorder to give the proper illu-g 
mination immediately in front of the‘ car. 
Also that that portion of the light trans 
mitted just below the center of the lens‘ 
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should be bent down more than‘ that trans- ' 
mitted further’ down, as the lateral diver- V 
gence of'such light is. so great as to be of’ 
littleuse for side lighting when bent down 
sharply; however, this‘ light is brought close 
enough to the car and to the center of the 
?eld of illumination to be of value. 
What I claim is: < ~ 7 r 

1. In combination in a headlight lens or 
cover glass for use with a parabolic re?ector, . 
a plate'of glass provided on one side with 
a series of complete annular prisms sub 
stantially symmetricalthroughout their cir 
cumference adapted to bend‘ substantially 
all of ‘the parallel rays from the re?ector 
away from the axis thereof and provided on ' 
the ‘other side with’a plurality of trans 
versely extending prisms adapted to bend 
the rays downwardly, the angles of those 
‘transverse prisms nearest the center being 
greater than those above and below. > , 

2; In combination in a headlight lens or 
cover glass for use with a parabolic re?ector, 
a plate of glass provided on one side with a, 
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series of complete annular prisms substan- downwardly, the angles of those transverse 
tially symmetrical throughout their circum- prisms nearest the center being greater than 
ference adapted to bend substantially all of those below the center. 10 
the parallel rays from the re?ector away in testimony whereof, I have hereunto 

I from the axis thereof and provided on the subscribed my name this 2nd day of Feb’ 
other side With a plurality of transverselyv ruary, 1921. 
extending prisms adapted to bend the rays JACOB SODERBERG. 


